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Mixed Blood makes bold statement
authqrity, never straying from conccn-
trati6n, fully appearing to be two
SCpJL!L0 individuals in both produc-
tions.
When a shot rang out, signifying the
death of Dr. King at the end of "Dr.
King's Dream," many in Lhe audience
jumped in their seats. In King,
Bowles created more than a black man
with a dream, he portrayed a human
being with fear for his life, love for his
friends, and faith in non-violent
resistance.
In Robeson, he develnped a man so
intense in principles that to stand by
those principles meant more than a
life-long personal career.
It is easy to fall iruo a mindsct that
states that what Robeson and King
encountered were merely cuucutues.
It is hard to imagine what being black
actually means. or meant for men like
Robeson and King. It is a topic that
has not healed itself, as can be seen by
the horrors of South Africa, and no
amount of "cornfortablencss" will
ake the situatjQn ease itself =-ay.
It is the dream of companies like
Mixed Blood to carry out the spirit of
Dr. Martin Luther King's, Dream.
businesses. other store owners have
strong negative feelings toward Wal-
mart. They say Wal-rnart's strong
buying power and lower prices will
hurt the small downtown stores and
eventually put a few of them out of
business.
Mrs. Darlene Moerman, co-owner of
Coast-to-Coast, says, "Right now, we
have mixed feelings, not knowing
what is going to happen. There are
areas in which we can't compete ...
Their prices may equal our cost. We
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By Don Huizinga
Every once in a long while you
attend a production that you know,
with a kind of premonition, that you
will enjoy. You not only know you
will enjoy it, but you know exactly
how much you will enjoy it, and why.
And this not only is a comfortable
premonition. it is also a frightening
one.
Such was tlle case with the
productions of "Paul Robeson" and
"Dr. King's Dream" presented at Te
Paske on February 20. Produced by
Mixed Blood Theatre Company and
sponsored by Arts Midwest and
Dordt's Theatre Arts Department, the
shows autobiographically traced parts
of the lives of both Dr. Martin Luther
King, civil rights leader, and Paul
Robeson, black American football
player, attorney, Broadway, and film
star.
When you are dealing with one-man
shows, so much of the production's
effect rests on the believability of the
Que cior, Warren C. Bowles
exhibited a powerful command over
the audience, creating the roles of
Robeson and King with equal
Warren C. Bowles and company comprise MixedBtood Photo by Angela Struyk
Mixed Blood, founded in 1976, is Blood is theatre in action, theatre
committed to making bold statements, willing to go beyond what'is merely
both in its choice of plays.and casting, playful and amusing, leading to more
Its commitment to colorblind casting serious implications. There is no
has promoted it as the nation's leading room in these implications for being
employer of minority actors. Mixed either fearful or comfortable. •
Local businesses react to Wal-Mart opening
by Galen Sinkey
Shopping in Sioux Center won't be
the same after March 8. With the
opening of Wal-mart on Highway 75,
area shoppers will have a large
discount store with a wide variety of
products and low prices. Although
this will provide many advantages to
customers. Sioux Center business-
persons are reacting to the new store
with mixed feelings. While some
store owners are anxious about the
effect the store will have on their
will have to come up in areas that we
are stronger in."
Another Sioux Center hardware store
owner has stronger feelings about
Wal-mart's cffect on his store. He
estimates that his business will
decrease 20-30% in the first year
because of Wal-mart's lower prices
and because customers will be curious
about the new store. He also thinks
the new business may eventually close
up three or four downtown stores,
These small businesspersons agree
that they have one big strength that
Wal-mart doesn't have: personal
service. "We will have to compensate
in service level," says Mocrman.v''Wc
can do this by offering personal
advice, mixing paint, and carrying a
complete range of hardware, like
plumbing supplies. We can sell bulk
items they can't." Other store owners
agree that they can compensate by
offering higher quality items, gift
wrapping, larger assortments of
hardware needs, and by talking to
customers personally,
Sioux Center Chamber of Commerce
president Dennis De Young says,
"We're all going to feel a pinch, a
leakage [in business] from
downtown," Yet De Young remains
opLimistic about wal-man's arrival in
Sioux Center; "There was a lot of
retail leakage already," says De
Young. "I think a lot oJ people went
to Target, Shop-Ko, and K-Mart for
their household needs and beauty aids.
When people went to the malls to
shop for these supplies, they would
often pick up other items, such as a
shirt. Now they don't have to go to
Target to get inexpensive items, and
the small businesses can capitalize on
other trade, That person who would
have bought that shirt in the mall can J
go downtown and get one since they'll
be staying in Sioux Center to do that
kind of shopping. Many Wal-rnart
customers won't be customers Sioux
Center had in the first place,"
De Young feels that Sioux Center
businesspersons arc more anxious than
negative towards Wal-mart. "Wal-
mart is offering the basic items and is
completely self-serve. They greet you
when you come in and sa.y 'bye' when
you leave, but that's about it.
Downtown offers the high quality
goods and personal service," he says.
De Young says that the advantage of
having Walmart here is that it will
contribute 5240,000 of retail sales tax .
to Sioux County and hopes to make 56
million worth of sales annually.
Walmart has also added 80 new jobs
to Sioux Center and will distribute
5360,000 in paychecks this year. •
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Saying no thanks to the "real" world
~ Summer I worked as a church that we had \lecn living in the real
daycamp counselor. I had to go world. so nOW we arenaturally
through an orientation week of confllSCdas to whatthis.tealwor!d we
roughing it in a PennSylvania forest. have to livc in is.
When I and the other counselors Usually. this .discussionabout
teIIInled home, we met as8glOUJl and nccdillg to livc in the real world tries
were asked by our director how we 10 distinguish between.the real WQdd
fell aboul the· trip. especially about and thenon-real world. Using my
having 10 spernI a day akme When it above example. lIle real worIll was 10
miJled 23 out of the 24 bouts we were boa churchdaycamp C9WlSClor.while
separated. the non-l'eal world was spending a
After the director said thai the trip week in a fofest l'\'C often!leatd that
dida'i have much to do wilh the real college iso't the real world and thai the
world, he asked me boW Ifell about it business world is_Thesedogmatic
nonet/lel¢sS. I said, "1don't base illY SlatelllCllts are elegantly suitable for
life on feelings," ttllotation. bot what do they mean?
The laughter having died down.t We mnstflrSt know what a persoo
was . asked 10 elaborate onmYIlle8I1$ by the real world,
comment Isaid lhat my feelings were There are many wbo speak of the
always changing· and that I didn't real world as a synonym for themalU$
want 10base my Ufe only on emotions quo of success. Oetting a job aIIBM,
with their cverchangi!lg llalW'e. finding a compatible spOUSC,buying a
That's wlau 1said, A/ld inso doing! ilIrge bouse in the soburbli,having a
showed. that I was 0Ul or~ _ $IlllIll ~y, drinking Ilil\llballs and
my feelings, But what Haid tefleCted BlOOdy Mat)'s af!tJ w0l;l£~~
somethingdccper. Iwas uneasyovcr enjoying. yourself 011 the ~R
IllIk of a real world, ~iallyone in pari of this generally held 1lIldet.
terms of boWl felt There was more Sutnding of the real \Yl)rld.
19 my ~0Ul in.thoseWllQds There are utlierSwho go 10 theOlher
~~=:~"'trum andsa;::~
terod llIIk about this teal WorIiI. We tl() the I'ljill W<lI'Iit . ~ an4
aren't ping any yoonger. and so for tedioliSthe needS. the . teal. the
the~ fcwyear5 pct)pleclose to us worldis. Laboring In a factom
have prohablyi>Cco teUin,!!·us. thai cleaning up fouled .~.:'5.a l!Ulid in
part of this real world in all its
harshness.
Intellectuals tend to define the real
world as one thai can be achieved only
through prolonged attempts at under-
standing the mind and soul. Only
those conclusions thet can be gained
ftom reason qualify as useful. If you
think. then you exist in the real
world-you've beard the arglIOIClUor
variations 00 iL
SCientists. including those in the
social seiences, Mme the real world
as one thai can be WlderslOOdas a set
of objective facts. CoIlccl enough
facts and the real world will be
revcaled. Any fact-lIlat a eat will be
electroCuted if it is tossed in a IUb of
water mat has a live wire in it-
makes up part of the larger picture of
knowledge, Th¢" scientists don't
bother to ask jf we should he
electrocuting eats. they just do • and
gn 011 their rnenry way, Iexaggerate
for effect. but the basic premise
remains that we can't collect facts
without exposing our valnes and
pr .~ in the pttX:ess. What
we'l do 19get a<ta:t Olen telIs.flilOlC
about lISthaIl wIau iUIi lltl1 by< the
discovering of the fact in the first
place,
The view of me real world isn't
limited 10 these few examples. Other
persons might define the real wotld .
variable that one mighl dlOOSC to live
Ufe by. Wbatls fairly clear is that
people tend to define the.real world as
the world they live in.lIle one that
best teptesenlS their underSlanding of
the purpose ofhatnaoity.
If we are to talk ofa real worId,Ihen,
we IlIliSt talk of the real world as the
world in itscompkteness. AU of life
contains reality. We can'tspiit (me
pan of life off and say thai ii'S tbe
essence of the teal world. nor can we
throw away pIlFtSof the world that we
dOn'llike, Wfi,don'tbaveto agree
with the bad in life, but we can lry to
change iL Some day evil will pass
away from this world. and we will
once again be able to live in true
community with one MOther. WI>Co
lIlat dayeontes,we wilUive in the real
world as it was in the begirming.
Ulltitlllat day, 1" attempt 10 conquer
the tendencytolry I() treaIe my own
di¥ided ideas about the real .worItl· As
it Slaod$llOW. I. sometimes wonder
what. I'm dOing atDordt becanse I feel
like I'm doing IitUe orsignificance.
At those illIteS. I wish I were living in
a teal. of po_and prestige
- ~l!flu'-
~ I those times
pass'aool taiteit. one day ata.,
realizing .thall'm living ina pan of the
real world already •. some day to i>C
even a betIel'rea1 world..
letters to the editorL ~ _
Reply to "My name is Joan"
Dear Joan.
First, let me say that I do care. My
heart goes out to you. After all, I'm
also a woman, and I can remember
how it feels to be a teenager in love. I
know how right it can seem to go all
the way in expressing your passion.
Even when I was 19. most everybody
knew that premarital sex could
produce a baby; I'm sure with all the
TV shows, how-to books, and sex-
education classes around today, you
knew that. too.
But it still comes as a complete
shock when it happens 10 you. or your
siSler, or your daughter. It's scary,
humiliating, and it seems so unfair.
When a person is trapped in such an
uncomfortable situation, her first
impulse is to find excuses to justify
herself. This reaction is followed by a
desperate search for the escape roule
which will be least noticed by those
who might judge her.
So the way you are reasoning (some
would say, rationalizing) is very
normal. But I'm afraid it's also very
mixed up. and I'd like to hclp you sort
things out a little better. if you'll let
me.
Let's talk about that anatomy course
you took last semester. Are you
remembering it clearly? If your prof
said that a first trimester fetus was a
mere glob of cells, he must have just
returned from Borneo--or he's just
plain lying. (Of course. you and [ arc
a glob of cells, too, tcchnically
speaking.) But the tiny embryo, and
you and I, are much more than that.
At six and a half months, the tiny
embryo has distinct hands, eyes, and
blood vessels. Even more interesting
is the fact that scientists have recorded
heartbeats and brainwaves in embryos
this age and even younger. So. I'm
sorry. you're only fooling yourself if
you think the fetus within you hasn't
taken on human characteristics yet.
I've often cried over the stories of
beaten. abused. or homeless children
we hear about so often. I'm glad you
don't want to let lIlat happen to your
child. But then you have to face the
facts of what an abortion does to an
even more fragile, defenseless human
being. If you are as loving as you
appear to be and if you become a
participant in destroying your own
offspring. the reality will haunt you
someday, someway.
There are beuer, more loving
solutions to your problem. Many
people working in Bethany Christian
Services, C.A.C. Crisis Pregnancy
Centers, and other similar groups want
to help you get through this without
destroying anybody's life-yours or
your baby's. If making love is a
beautiful gift as you said, it shouldn't
result in a grisly, violent. selfish end.
Call me or someone else who will
help you do what's right.
Sandra Heynen
Are the Vietnamese created in God's Image?
Dear Editor,
'''Those Nips are cooking that
*@!#?&* seaweed again!"
"The whole hall smells like a
#*@&$?&!!*Chineseoutlet!"
"I smell the *?&#%@* stuff in my
S&!?!#* bedroom!"
The smell of boiling noodles isn't all
that exciting. That end room, north
wing, West Hall, has some of those
better-tanned people who tend to boil
an awful lot of noodles or rice!
Well, time goes on, and the smell
seems to irritate us a little. We haven't
really asked the cooks to stop cooking
because we don'rreally want to talk 10
them. Well, would you want to go in
there?
So we yell a little insinuation as we
quickly walk by, or we stop a minute,
hold our noses, and kick on their door.
(Of course. we kick everyb.l)dy's
doors,)
If only we could all get along. All
the Vietnamese would have to do is
trade their noodles fo~popeorn, pizza.
and beer. We tried telling the R.A.'s
about our problem, bUI nothing has
been resolved. The Vietnamese are
just privileged. They can swear in
Vietnamese, and they won't be
referred to the "M.D."
You might have heard of our little
episedes over in West Hall. One of us
white persons was hit the other
day-suddenly from behind, a few
short kicks in the legs, and then
several minutes later a metal-bar sliced
the air. Now we Americans have a
bad impression of our "Vietnamese
friends."
We have a unique situation, and we
don't really make good use of it. The
residence halls consist of a white
majority speckled with a few darker
members in the minority. Those in
the minority arc just a bit shorter with
a little better tan! But there is hostility
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Milking your average cow
by Dan Van Dyke
Have you ever wondered what it
would be like to milk a lovable, big
brown-eyed cow?
First, you need a cow. I have never
known anyone who could milk a cow
without meeting this requirement.
Second, you need a milking machine.
This is not absolutely essential to
milking, but in modem society it is
highly preferable to the simpler
method of using your hands. Buying
a machine would be highly imprac-
tical if you plan on making this
milking business a one-time affair.
For your convenience, I have listed a
few places where you could use these
materials on a trial basis, namely: a)
your local dairy farmer; b) your not-
so-local dairy farmer; c) or your way-
far-away dairy farmer. If this is your
first try at milking, any of these
friendly folks will be more than happy
to let you try your hand. Farmers
always need a few good laughs.
The final tool you will need is
yourself. Hopefully, you already have
a yourself in your possession. You
should now ask yourself if you really
want to go through with this. If
yourself says, "No!" ignore yourself
and go through with it anyway.
Now go to any of the farmhouses I
have mentioned above. If you have
trouble finding the way, here are a few
helpful hints. Find the nearest gravel
road and raise dust until you reach the
"Road Impassable" sign. Ignore it
because the farm isn't far, only eight
or nine miles. Keep going until you
lose your transmission or until all of
your tires fall off. Then walk over the
next hill, and it's on the left. You c~t
miss it.
Now don't be bashful. Just walk into
the barn-the funny-looking, red
building next to the tall cylindrical
things. The farmer will be inside'
shoveling a fou l-smef ling brown
substance that isn't dirt. He will greet
you with a mile-wide smile and a
slightly soiled hand. Cut the
pleasantries and state your mission,
tactfully. When he hands you the
four-legged, spidery looking thing
with a hose for a nose, don't be
afraid-it won't bite. You now have
in your hand the second essential-the
milking machine. Don't faint. The
best is yet to come.
When he shows you to your cow,
make sure you ask the cow's name.
No, don't ask the cow, ask the farmer.
If the bovine is named Satan or
Dynamite, find a cow with a name like
Pearl or Bessie.
Walk up to your cow very carefully.
hold out one hand, and say, "Whoa
bas." If you do not say this, the cow
will think that you aren't Dutch, and
you won't gel within shotgun range.
Now step across the gutter, pat her
nicely, and say, "That's a good bas.
ja." You won't have to wonder if she
wants you there or not because if she
"doesn't, you will immediately sec a
blur in front of you, and you will find
yourself in very intimate company
with the gutter.
The important thing to remember is
to remain' calm. because if you blow
your top. not only will the farmer
laugh, but the cow will be delighted
also. Also remember, don't kick the
cow. She's just doing her job-that is,
to injure and maim. If you need to
kick something, kick the farmer.
After all, he's the one that put 'you
under this beast.
Now try again a little slower. When
you finally get next to the cow, crouch
down on your haunches and attach one
leg of the spider to each teat. If "teat"
sounds a liulc boorish, I apologize.
but that is what they are. City folk
call them faucets or spigots. Suit
yourself,
When you stand, the cow will
reposition herself to get 'more
How then should we vo e?
by David Van Heemst
Staff writer
In about seven months, many Dordt
students will be voting for the next
president of the United States, perhaps
for the very first time.
What guidelines are there for us to
follow as we seek to choose our next
president? After all, there are ten
candidates running for office at the
moment. How do we know who to,
choose? How can we decide between
a Gephardt and a Simon or a Bush and
a Dole?
First, let's look at some commonly
used guidelines that we ought to stay
away from. Many people choose their
candidate based on party affiliation.
This means that they will generally
vote for the Republican candidate
simply because he or she is the
Republican candidate. The problem,
however, is that this approach is too
simplistic. It could also be dangerous.
If Pat Robertson, for example, were to
be the Republican nominee, this
guideline would present a major
problem for many people.
Others implement the guideline of
the lesser of two evils. They admit
that many politicians are evil and that
they should merely choose the
candidate who is least evil. If one is
truly committed to fostering and
promoting justice in this land, then we
must seek a good choice for president,
not merely the lesser of two evils.
How can we expect justice to prevail
in a nation which is led hy a president
who is considered the lesser of two
evils?
Still others usc the issues approach.
These people take the main issues of
the election campaign and see which
candidate most closely agrees with
their views (i.e. abortion. defense,.
economy, social programs, ctc.), One
ex-gubernatorial candidate of
Minnesota publicly admitted a month
ago that he immediately rejected all
seven original Democratic candidates
because each of them held differing
views than his on the abortion
question.
The very nature of our political
process, however, illegitimates
this approach since candidates
generally take quite broad stances on
issues in order to attract the widest
coalition possible. Funhermore, we
cannot take one issue (e.g. abortion)
and say that we can determine a
candidate's values based on that one
issue (as Dr. Joel Nederhood claims),
since candidates often hold apparently
contradictory views (e.g. Pat
Robertson claims to be a pro-life
candidate since he is ami-abortion, yet
he readily permits the killing of
innocent foreign children in his
foreign policy philosophy).
Many Christians believe they should
vote for the "most Christian"
candidate: If this were the case, then
shouldn't it be clear that we should
vote for either Pat Robertson or Rev.
Jesse Jackson? When ,one implements
a purely religious litmus test for
deciding a political question, one
prostitutes the very nature of the
political question. This political
choice cannot be reduced to simply a
religious question.
What guidelines, then, should we
follow in choosing between a Hart and
a Dukakis or between a Kemp and a
Dole? We need to realize that as
Reformed Christians we arc citizens
of God's kingdom here on this canh.
One aspect of our being human is our
role as citizen. One of the primary
privileges and responsibilities of being
a citizen is our right to vote, We must
take this right seriously as we seek to
fulfill our role as citizen.
In selecting a candidate, our primary
concern ought to be in evaluating the
candidate's political philosophy. As
citizens, we have the responsibility to
go beyond what the candidates say
and evaluate their underlying presup-
positions. judgments, and beliefs. We
must seek to understand where they
are coming from and what their
world views are. It is only by this
comprehensive analysis that we can
responsibly choose the candidate that
we should select.
Is this a difficult task? Yes. Is it an
impossible task? No. One can begin
to evaluate a candidate's stand.and to
make critical evaluations of the
candidate's underlying predispositions
based on external remarks.
Onecan also be aided in making
these evaluations by meeting and
conferring with other Christians
concerned with the evaluation of the
candidates. One should also read
what has been published, such as the
APJ pamphlet on the presidential
candidates.
When one votes, onc must remember
that the importance of the vote is not
the consequence of the vote (i.e. who
gets elected). Rather, the normative
value of the vote is in the act of voting
itself. Too often we become over-
concerned with the pragmatic aspect
of our vote (who will win, who will
lose). This is a grave distortion of the
concept of voting. When we vote, we
must be primarily concerned with
fulfilling the normative aspect of
voting. which is to vote for the
candidate who we believe holds the
political philosophy most-in coherence
with our own (this also holds true roc
,
comfortable-or just to be ornery. As
she docs, she will invariably trod upon
your outermost appendage, the toe.
Don't panic-she weighs only fifteen-
hundred pounds. The weight of the'
world on your shoulders is nothing
)compared to the weight of a cow on
your toe. You will soon discover that
simply pushing won't work. You must
lift the cow's leg. She is now standing
only on that one leg. The thought of
one-hundred pound you lifting three-
quarter ton her is ludicrous.
When you get out of there, it will
feel like you've left your toe behind.
For your own peace of mind, take off
your boot and examine the artwork.
Note the scroll-like rolls of skin,
neatly peeled back. You may note
how the profusion of red blood nicely
garnishes this widely accepted
occupational hazard.
To get the milking machine off the
cow, grab the hose in one hand, the
spider in the other, and split. At this
point, the cow always tries to help by
offering you a friendly boost across
the gutter, her autograph on your rear,
Pat yourself on the back-if it's not
too sore-you made it out alive. You
came, you saw, you were made a fool
of. Welcome to farming. •
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A look at college room decor
-
n~
Photos and copy by Angela Eriksen
Oh, give me a home where the their dorm rooms and apartments into
buffalo roam ... Well, not quite. what they can consider a home. To
Going to college means leaving many complete their new interior designs.
of the comforts of home, but the students bring posters, stuffed
majority of students do their best to animals, pictures, and anything else
get along without them. They convert that seems to lend a hint of home. •
Navy Reserve member is one-of-a-kind on Dordt Campus
system.
Van Raalte joined the Navy in
December of 1986. For her basic
training. she spent nine weeks in
Orlando, Florida. Later, she spent 15
weeks at radioman "A" school, where
she learned the special skills and
knowledge required of her by the
Navy.
Van Raalte sees the Armed Forces
.. ----------------------------------------, as a good opportunity for college
students. The service, she said,
"makes you more responsible and
really helps financially."
Van Raalte recommends that
students join the service before they
start college. "If you start now, all
you miss is one summer and onc
semester" for training, she explained,
and added that the confidence and
maturity people gain in the service
especially helps during their freshman
year at college.
As the only female scrvicemember
at Dordt, Van Raaltc would like to see
more female participation in the
Armed Forces. In the Navy, she said,
"everything we do is equal to the men;
we just aren't allowed in combat
positions." Many women don't
seriously consider the military,
according to Van Raaltc. She admits




One weekend a month, while other
students arc studying, watching
television, working out, or cleaning
their apartments or dorm rooms, a
handful of Dordt students put in two
eight hour days at their part-time job
with the Armed Forces.
At least I I Dordt students belong to
one of the four branches of military
service. Two arc members of Iowa's
Air National Guard and one is a
member of the Navy Reserve. The
rest arc Army National Guardsmen or
Reservists in Iowa, South Dakota, or
Minnesota.
Anne Van Raaltc, a freshman from
Larchwood, South Dakota, attends
monthly meetings or "drills" in Sioux
Falls with other members of her Naval
Reserve unit, Van Raaltc is Dordt's
only female Armed Forces member.
On drill weekends, Van Raalte spends
her time taking classes and learning
more about the Navy's ship-to-shore
and ship-to-ship communication










Oller Good Through March 31, 1988
Order tacos, soft shells, taco-
burgers, burritos and nachos
for only 69 Ceach
with this coupon.
Highway 75 Sioux Center, Iowa
Pleasepresent this coupon when ordering
Umit 10of anyone item per visit
.! !I I
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Is church attendence a problem on campus? -
Sunday you go to church and then do
the studying that you didn't do on
Friday and Saturday."
Students whose friends don't go to
church tend to skip themselves. "I
don't make it at night; neither do many
other people. There is no pressure to
go." This peer pressure can go the
other way too. A freshman girl said
that she goes twice on Sunday and
that everyone on her wing also goes
twice.
Is the lack of regular church
attendance a problem on campus?
Practically everyone interviewed, both
"one-timers" and "two-timers" agreed
that this is definitely a problem at
Dordt, One person talked of a friend
who did not have the habit of going at
all. Before he could take his date to a
banquet he had to make a five-hour
trip home to get his Sunday clothes.
If one has been brought up with a
family that traditionally attends church
only once on Sunday, this individual
would not be expected to go more
than that at school. But Student
Services is concerned with individuals
who are showing patterns different
from those of their parents. A
member of the staff said students stop
attending in order to work out in their
minds why they have gone to church
in the past. Arc they going because
their Mom and Dad want them to go,
or because they, themselves, want to
go?
The issue here is not a matter of
by Alan Bandslra
Staff Writer
A random sample of people was
interviewed about church attendance
last week. They were asked how often
they went to church and whether they
saw regular church attendance as a
problem here at Dordt.
The answers varied somewhat.
About three quarters of the people
interviewed worship at church twice
every Sunday. The others make it at
least once a week.
Most of the reasons for not going to
church fell into five general
categories. Some students feel that
they get enough fulfillment from their
personal devotions or from going to
chapel. Another popular answer is
that church is boring. "I can sleep
here just as well as I can sleep there."
A lot of people stay home from
church either to sleep or to study,
because both of these activities have
been put off all weekend. One person
said, "After supper in the commons I
fecl tired from Saturday night so I just
go to bed." Homework that has been
procrastinated must also be done
before Monday morning.
Sunday and Saturday seem to be
switching places in the week.
"Saturday is the 'Football Sabbath,"
says sophomore Tim Ackerman.
"You don't really do anything all day
except rest and watch football. On
judging or feeling guilt for "skipping
out." Dean of Students, Marion Van
Soelen says, "When we realize our
salvation we should want to worship.
True, we worship God all the time, but
on Sunday, the day of the resurrection,
we concentrate on our worship to
God. When brothers and sisters do
not have the desire to worship
together, there is something amiss in
our response back to God."
Van Soclen says that the deeper
problem affecting all of us is the
secular culture we are a part of. "The
society of today is devoting less and
less time to God; God is not the center
of our lives anymore." •
Pucci's Family Restaurant
Every Monday Night is Pasta Night!
5:30,7:30 P.M" ALLYOUCARE TO EAT:
Spaghatti, and Garlic
Bread .. , , .. , Only $2.00
Kids 12 & Under - 25c Per Yr. 01 Age
Every Tuesday Night is Pizza Buffet Night!
5:30,7:30 P.M. - ALLYOUCARE TO EAT:
Pizza, Taco Bar and
~alad Bar , Only $3.79
Kids 12 & Under - 25c Per Yr. of Age
~ Pucci's Dordt Special
We will deliver to Dordt
Campus any medium,
single ingredient pizza and
quart of pop for only $5.95
'Ittax. No delivery charge.
Good only on campus.
Wildlife watching
_~& 1.f¥erx.wed.!!Lm~Nl.Qhtis ~h Night!
5:30,7:30 P.M. - ALLYOUCARE TO EAT:
Fish, Cole Slaw, Fries
and Garlic Bread. , .. , .. , •..... Only $3.79
Kids 12 & Under - 25C Per Yr. of Age
by Neva Dehne
Staff Writer
Do you enjoy watching birds?
Would you like to be able to identify
mammals? If you do, "Birds and
Mammals of Northwest Iowa" may
be just the course for you, Dordt is
sponsoring this course which is open
to students and the community alike,
Mr. Eugene Westra of Sioux Center
will be the- instructor. Westra is a
member of the Audubon Society. He
has taken graduate courses in
Environmental Studies at Michigan
State University as well as having
over ten years of experience directing
wildlife studies for HollandGhristian
Schools in Michigan.
The course will be held on Saturday
mornings beginning February 27,
"Birds and Mammals" will include
three lectures held in SI09 and three
field trips to Oak Grove and DeSoto
National Wildlife Refuge or Kculeson
Hogsback. According to James
Mahaffy, these field trips will deal
with "observation, identifying, and
interpretation of local fauna and their
tell-tale signs."
The course is designed to provide the
community with material of local
interest Study skins will be used to
identify mammals, Also, field notes
or field journals will be required
which can provide great job-related
experience.
In the past, the course was attended
by equal numbers of Dordt students
and people from the community. The
course is S25 for non-credit
participants. Credit students, will be
required to take a test on birds and
lectures, keep field notes, and make
study skins. For those who arc
interested, this course promises to be
both enjoyable and educational. The
organizational meeting. will be
February 26 at 7:00 p.m. in S4. •
...---------coupon-------,
I ~" I",;~'r $4.00 off !
l'i, Any Large Pizza I, {ill,. Ifc:~ili Dine in Only I
I
~/.~~"...,",-," I
I lI Not valid with any other I
1 discounts or coupons, I
1 Expires 2-25-88 l
L_ ........... ,__ ...._ .....,- ...__....__.....J
Every Thursday Night is Mexican Night!
5:30 -7:30 P.M. - Au, YOU CARE TO EAT:
Mexican Buffet Nighl InclOd$s:
Enchiladas, Nachos. Tacos,
ReI(ied Beans, Tace Pizza
and Cri~ito$., .•. ",'.", .. , .Only $3.79
Kids 12& Under· 25C Per Yr. of Age
......~ Apple Delight Sundae .
~ Warm app11l lUling.vanilla ice
~ cream and a crunchy lapping. , ,Only 99c
PUCCI's seafood salad ami
Seafood Enchilada
Archives compare to scrapbook
"reflect what is going on at Dordt,'
explained Mrs. Hulst, archivist since
1982, The archives depend heavily on
donated information from students,
clubs, offices, departments, and Dordt
supporters. When the archives were
set up in 1972, a committee made a
list of what to include. Although she
has to be selective and stick to the list,
Mrs. Hulst said that "almost anything
people can donate, we can save."
Besides the inner-office memos,
freshman directories, Diamonds, and
newspaper clippings, there arc other
interesting items like a T-shirt from
the now-extinct Abraham Kuyper
club.
The Dutch Memorial Collection is
another part of the scrapbook with the
purpose of reflecting on our heritage.
The collection -includcs Dutch Psalter
Hymnals, books written by and about
Abraham Kuyper, and much more. A
Dutch Bible printed in the 1500's is
one of the most interesting and'
valuable items in the collection.
Right now Dordt's history is short,
but as our history grows, these records
will become more important. Anyone
may use the archives to find about
Dordt's past, our Dutch heritage, or
simply to check up on their parents'
past activities at Dordt. But an
appointment must be made because
that kind of information isn't disclosed
to just anybody, •
by Gina Vos
Staff Writer
Although the Dordt College Archives
and Dutch Memorial Collection is
probably too noble to be compared to
a scrapbook, it functions as a
collection of Dordt's past It is a
room-sized scrapbook including
common but important things like
programs from every commencement .
exercise, yearly basketball pictures,
and even the daily "Today," Years
from now, Greg Van Soclen's grand-
children and Ag Club members'
grandchildren will be able to read
about their heritage.
By keeping track of everything that
happens on campus, the archives try to
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From the age of greed to the age of need
by William Meyerhoff
Staff Writer
I would like to ask the seniors
reading this article a question: How
can you possibly be happy with your
life knowing what is in store for your
future? Now that may seem like a
harsh question, but let me describe
how I see the average person's life
after graduation.
During the weck, Monday through
Friday, you awake at 6:30 a.m. to
prepare for your job that you arrive at
by 8:00 or 9:00 a.m. You then work
eight hours doing something that is as
personally enriching as pushing a
boulder up a steep hill and letting it
roll back down.
After work you drive home in rush
hour traffic (unless, of course, you
move back to Pella, Ripon, or Lynden,
where there is no rush hour) which
takes up to an hour. Upon arriving at
home. you have dinner which uses
another hour or so.
It is now approximately 7:30 p.m.
and you have three to four hours to
pursue your own hobbies before you
retire for the evening. (Not bad-out
of an 18 hour day, you have three to
four hours for your own enjoyment).
If your day at work wasn't too
draining, you might do something
physically active for your health, but
more than likely you watch television.
A similar routine is repealed until the
weekend. When the weekend arrives
you commence with housecleaning.
yard work, or shopping during the
day. And in the evening you may go
out with your family or friends to see
a film, dine and/or dance. Usually the
variety is so "wide" that you could be
in anyone or these establishments but
think you arc in another.
This day to day process is repeated
until the summer when, if you are
fortunate, you can take a two to four
week vacation. During the vacation
you spend a lot of money, and more
than likely it isn't very relaxing or
personally constructive.
You then repeat this entire process,
annually, until you retire at the age of
65 (unless you meet an untimely
demise). You are now free to pursue
interests that you didn't have time for
in the past. But if you made it this far
with all your faculties intact, you
probably have no idea where to begin.
You spent most of your time working
and now you just feci lost and useless.
Maybe you will do something like buy
a motorhome and travel the continent,
stopping at every "point-of-interest"
along the way until you come to a
permanent "rest area. n
Although this is a generalization and
not all graduates will live this exact
scenario, a lot of you might. So why
not take some steps now to prevent
this from happening to you in the
future?
We happen to be Jiving in a time that
is ripe for change. After the activism
of the Sixties, America once again
entered the dark ages of individualism.
Many of the societal and cultural gains
of the Sixties were swept away in the
"Me" decade and the Reagan-Yuppie
years. The focus shifted from loving
others and helping the needy to getting
ahead and making money. It naturally
followed that if you were primarily
seeking your own gain and storing up
plenty of material possessions
(everything from" Cuisinart to a
BMW to a Presto Hot Topper) that
you needed a strong-armed state to
protect your goods.
The Reagan years brought us the
largest military buildup in history to
protect the material wealth of a
paranoid America that was afraid that
a small Latin-American nation might
just decide to take that two-day drive
to Texas and attack us. And if it
wasn't Nicaragua, maybe those big,
bad Russkies would do it themselves.
Of course, if you are spending more
than a quarter of your nation's wealth
on devising new ways to kill people
(Sm, neutron weapons, the Bradley
Fighting Vehicle), you won't be able
to do the things that God calls
governments to do, which is to do
justice.
During the Reagan years, the
homeless, widows and orphans, ethnic
minorities, the elderly, the unem-
ployed, the middle-class, and welfare
recipients all' fell victim to
Reaganomics, or what I would call
Social Darwinism. What is most
unfortunate these past years is the
amount of support Reagan received
from Christians who were willing to
forget about the needy because
Reagan is "pro-life" and would protect
them from the evil empire of the
Soviet Union. (What exactly has
Reagan done to stop abortion? Wait
for a Supreme Court justice to die or
retire so that he could nominate a
Bork? Sounds like a plan to me.)
But if you're depressed about the
present situation, cheer up-there arc
only eleven more months of Reagan,
and America is starting to turn away
from individualism. As historian
Arthur Schlessinger has pointed out,
America, in the 20th century, has gone
through thirty year cycles of times of
conservatism followed by periods of
activism. The Gay Nineties were
followed by Teddy Roosevelt and
Woodrow Wilson, the Roaring
Twenties were followed by the New
Deal years, the conservative Eisen-
hower years were replaced with the
Peace Generation of the Sixties, which
was in turn followed by a return La the
individualism of the '70's and '80's.
This brings us to the present.
Will the 1990's mark the end of
individualism in America and bring in
the revival of concern for others?
Much will depend on how the youth
of America respond to the challenges
set before them. I am of the opinion
"I dare you to read this.
hy Inthila Cam
Staff Writer
I dare you to read this article. If you
just glance through, and try to forget,
or ignore it, then there is a definite
problem. Discrimination exists for
certain students at Dordt. This cannot
be denied. They feel it, the hurt and
confusion. They see it in the
condemning and condescending looks
from others of a different color than
they are. It's very real to them, not
something they're imagining.
There are very few of them, these
foreign people who are used to a
different culture. Yet would this
problem become a big deal only if
there were more of them being
discriminated against? 11shouldn't be
a problem to be covered up, or to be
quickly passed by. It is very hard to
realize that even in a small, united
body of believers, there exists a
misunderstanding such as this.
Some people put blinders in front of
themselves, They say that all people
arc the same, there arc good and bad
people everywhere. Every culture has
some bad people in it. This idea is
maybe another way we prejudge
people. Who are we to say who is
good and bad? This idea doesn't have
anything to do with discrimination, it
only points to the fact that when man
fell into sin, this sin affected people
of all future races and nationalities. If
one person sins, it doesn't make the
sin of another right.
What a sad thing to take in. A
certain society establishes a culture
based on what they think is normal.
This society then pushes away the
ideas of another culture, because the
ways of this second culture is not
normal to them. But what is normal to
some may not be normal to another.
Compare pizza to noodles. We can't
try to change a culture to fit our own
version. People have to adapt to the
general way of living, but they
shouldn't be made to feel that they
have to change, just to fit in. They
shouldn't have to be ashamed of who
they are, and where they are from.
What a better world it would be if
man could learn and accept the ways
of another, without having to resort to
prejudice and cruelty. Acceptance,
and understanding seem such
idealistic, and yet unrealistic answers.
"• •
But perhaps we can tum towards the
greatest role model, Jesus Christ, to
show us the way. Jesus, the Son of
God, came down from heaven, to
become a lowly human, in a world of
sin and corruption: He was willing to
that we will once again seek to help
the needy and seek justice for the
oppressed. The Yuppie purge/stock
market crash last October helped
shatter the illusions of millions of
money hungry Americans.
The plight of the homeless, the needs
of the elderly, and concern for the
people of Central America are starting
to get the attention they deserve and
are being addressed by the presidential
candidates. A generation of college
students arc hearing the eall to action
through bands like U2, REM, and the
Dead Kennedys and are starting to act
and show concern for others. Record
crowds at the recent Iowa. caucuses
also showed that people are beginning
to care about who will be elected and
what they will do.
If you take a moment to think about
the hundreds of thousands of homeless
in this country, the hundreds of
millions of people in the world who
go to sleep each night without having
eaten an adequate .meal, the struggle
of the oppressed in countries such as
Afghanistan or South Africa, maybe
you will see that you aren't the most
important individual in the world.
Maybe you will begin to show your·
gratitude for having the good fortune
of living in a prosperous country by
reaching out to help others less
fortunate than yourself. Maybe you'll
think about giving some of your time,
energy, money, and prayers to help
someone whose very. life may depend
on it. Maybe then you won't live the
dull, monotonous life <Tescribct1at the
beginning of this article. The time to
act is now. As REM accurately stated:
"By experience we are virgin, we are
young despite the years, we have
hopes despite the times." The world is
waiting. God is waiting. Let's get to
work. •
cross the gap between the two
different worlds, because He loves us.
We have nothing to lose if we try to
bridge the gap between our different
cultures. •
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ReIlae VIsseber. Owner/Stylist
JlIl CasweD. stylist
Hours: IION •.thru SAT. - 9 A.1I.-5 P.M.
MON•.thru THURS. - open eveJdngs
232 North Maln Ave.
Located justsouth of FJrst National Bank
(712)722-0008
J
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Born To Be Bad towers over Skyscraper
rom pop music to pipe organ
by Preston Zwart
Staff Writer
The newest releases by two veteran
rockers show just how varied rock
music can be. David Lee Roth's third
solo effort, Skyscraper, and the newest
recording by George Thorogood and
the Destroyers, Born To Be Bad, both
have the "have fun and tum the music
up loud" mentality at the basis of their
musical effort-but each album is
totally unlike the other.
Roth, after years of being a
spokesman for the rock-and-roll
lifestyle during his years as vocalist
for the band Van Halen, found
himself, after his departure from that
band, with a much smaller audience
than he had before. At the time of the
breakup, members of Van Halen
blamed Roth for the band's demise,
and the negative press generated left
Roth struggling for the success and
popularity he had once enjoyed.
Previous solo albums (Crazy From
The Heat and Eat 'Em And Smile)
enjoyed only minimal success.
Skyscraper, Roth's latest effort, is the
album that he hopes will bring him
back to the spotlight.
Propelled by the early success of the
single. "Just Like Paradise:' this new
album is selling briskly, but the
question is whether this popularity
will last. The songs on Skyscraper
arc, for the most part, cashing in on
by Sharon Pruim
Having the radio on for hours as it
plays Foreigner's "Say You Will, Say
You Won't" over and over is not
uncommon for the average student.
However. some of the same students
wouldn't be caught dead at an organ
recital. "They're too boring," one
student said when asked if he had ever
gone to an organ recital. Since many
people fear the unknown, here are
some suggestions for conquering the
phobia of organ recitals.
Listening to music over and over is
the secret to enjoyment. "You might
not like it at first, but you can learn to
like it," said Dr. Joan Ringerwole,
music professor at Dordt. When a
piece is played several times, the
listeners have a chance to hear
elements in the music that they
weren't able to catch the first time.
, Organ music offers the listener an
extra challenge. Organ melodies are
not always in the top voicc--the main
tunc. The melodies are sometimes
hidden in the pedal or intricately
woven through other melodies, says
Dr. Ringerwole. She describes the
experience as "a very intellectual,
mathematical way of listening" to
music." Another difficulty in organ
music is distinguishing the melody of
unfamiliar pieces, which are often
Lutheran melodies.
The organ is one of the more
difficult instruments to listen to. but it
is also one of the finest. according to
Dr. Ringcrwolc, It is unique because
it can produce a wide variety of
sounds.
Roth's image as a macho-party-
animal-rock-star. - Songs like
"Knucklebones" and "The Bottom
Line" feature crunching guitar chords
and the ever-present guitar solos.
Steve Vai, Roth's guitarist has the
unenviable position of being
compared to Roth's fonncr partner, the
magnificent guitarist Eddie Van
Halen. Compared with Van Halcn,
Vai's guitar solos lack variety and
imagination, but Vai makes up for this
by the blinding speed with which he
plays his instrument. Comparing Vai
with one of the best rock guitarists of
all times may be a bit unfair to Steve
Vai, but the fact remains that Roth and
Vai at their best still don't have the
power that Roth and Van Halen had
on their worst nights. For the most
part, Skyscraper is a fast-paced,
pummeling, disappointing journey
into powerhouse rock-and-roll. This is
too bad because Skyscraper's best
song is a slow, bluesy ballad. The
song "Damn Good," with its Led
Zeppelin-like 12-string guitar and its
melancholy sound is Roth and Vai
working together at their best. David
Lee Roth would be a phenomenal
performer if he approached his
songwriting with the same seriousness
that he shows on this song. As it is,
this album is a mediocre effort that
could have been much better.
While Roth's problems lie in his lack
--,-~--~----_.. ---
of serious songwriting, one of George
Thorogood's strengths rests in his
ability not to take himself too
seriously. Where Roth seems
pretentious and high-handed in his
proclamation of his doctrine of "party
all the time," Thorogood delivers the
message with full force and a sense of
humor. Thorogood's newest album,
Born To Be Bad. is a crash course in
good tim in', hard rockin', beer
drinkin', bar band party rock.
Borrowing heavily from the musical
styles of Chuck Berry and other 50's
performers, Thorogood resurrects the
snarling guitar licks and driving
There arc two drawbacks. or
seeming drawbacks, about an organ
performance. First, of course, an
organist at Dordt is hidden behind the
pipes. The advantages to this pipe
arrangement arc that the acoustical
blend is better and that the organist
can hear the music more clearly.
Second, in many performances the
majority of tbe pieces are not familiar
to a general audience. The purpose is
educational. Recitals introduce new
music to the audience.
Now, there is no reason to fear an
organ recital because it is no longer
the unknown. Students arc
encouraged to attend these recitals and
try the above suggestions. If
attendin an organ recital is not
enough, the' music department would
be happy to give a tour of "Iowa's best
kept secret." •
--------:-
backbcat for the audience of the 80's.
While Thorogood may never win a
Pulitzer Prize for his poetry (the
chorus for the song "I Really Like
Girls" goes like this: "I really, really,
really, really, really, really like girls"),
Born To Be Bad deserves a prize for
best all-out party record.
In the past I have been critical of
bands whose lyrics arc less than
inspired, but in this case I have to
recommend Born To Be Bad over
Skyscraper simply because Thorogood
knows he's no poet and doesn't try to
be-he just plays his heart out while
truly entertaining his audience. •
P
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One of America's top. male
ensembles will perform for ticket
holders of the Sioux County Concert
Series on February 29, at 8:00 p.m. in
the Dordt Chapel.
Chanticleer is a group of eight men
whose voices range from soprano to
bass. Their musical program includes
songs from the 15th and 16th centuries
as well as popular tunes.
In its decade of existence,
Chanticleer has earned a number. of
honors. The group was noted for
outstanding performance at the 18th
International Fortnight Music Festival
in Bruges. Twice the men were
featured on the American Public
Radio program "St. Paul." They also
were guests on "A Prairie Home
Companion." During five years of
touring, Chanticleer has given more
than 700 concerts in the United States,
Canada, and Europe.
Prior to the performance in Sioux
Center on Monday, Chanticleer will
perform on February 25 In
Minneapolis, Minnesota, for the
convention of the North Central
Division of the American Choral
Directors Association. •
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Defenders capture district, conference titles
by Steve Hoogland
Sports Writer
The Dordt men's basketball team
ended their regular season Saturday by
capturing both the District IS crown
and a share of the conference title.
The Defenders finished their
schedule with 21 wins and 4 losses,
good enough for a 3.83 point standing
and outdistancing both Briar Cliff and
Northwestern, who finished at 3.39
and 3.30 respectively.
The 21-4 mark set an all-time school
record for Dordt. The 1985-86 club
had the best previous finish with a 20-
6 record. Dordt's conference record of
8-2 tied them for the conference
crown with Grandview.
Dordt sewed up the horne-court
advantage February 13 with a victory
over Briar Cliff at home. Dordt took
an early lead against the Chargers with
3 three-point field goals by Steve
Vermeer. Dordt took a 40-36 lead to
the first half after shooting a sizzling
67 percent from the field. Both teams
came out of the gates quickly in the
second half, and the Chargers forged a
SO-SOtic at the 16;IImark, but from
there the Defenders took control for a
64-52 lead and held on for the 87-74
win. For the game, Dordt shot 61
percent from the field while they were
outrcboundcd 40-26. Greg Van
Soclen led Dordt with 37 points, Steve
Vermeer added IS, and Kevin
Vccnstra scored 13.
Last weekend Dordt traveled to
eastern Iowa. Friday night the
Defenders challenged a tough
Grandview club who at the time held
the conference lead. Dordt went into
the half trailing but pulled out another
Lough victory. Steve Vermeer hit a
three-pointer to break a late 60-60 tic,
and the Defenders claimed a tic for the
conference lead. Kevin Veenstra had
22 points to lead Dordt, and Greg Van
Soelen scored 21 in the 67-62 victory.
Saturday night, the Defenders played
Marycrest in Davenport in the final
regular season game. Dordt marched
to an early 19 point lead and
maintained a 15 point advantage
throughout cnroute to a 116-101
triumph. Jerry Boer scored 32 points,
including 7 three-point field goals to
Lad.y Defenders sneak into playoffs
by Steve Hoogland intimidated and "played an excellent Dordt break a two-game losing streak
Sports Writer game and had an opportunity to win in as all the Lady Defenders scored in a
The Lady Defenders concluded their regulation," according to Coach Len 71-51 victory over the Wcstrnar
regular season Saturday and for the Rhoda. Regulation ended in a 60-60 Eagles. Three players reached double
first time in six years are headed [or deadlock. In overtime, two quick figures in the scoring column as Ruth
the District women's basketball three-pointers by Mt. Marty gave them Draaycr, Marla Habben, and Janet
playoffs. They finished the year with the edge, and the Lady Lancers didn't Zylstra all scored ten in the victory.
a record of ten wins and fourteen look back in a 70-66 victory. For Last Thursday, Dordt took on
losses. In the conference, they ended Dordt, Janet Zylstra scored 26 points Morningside, the team which has
play with a4-6 marie. in the loss. Sue Doktor chipped in 12 dominated the Io-Kota conference in
Dordt started a string of six games in and Vonda Brands scored 10. the 1980's. Before this season they
two weeks time with a victory over Dordt's next task was the #1 tcam in had captured six consecutive
Briar Cliff in overtime. The Lady Nebraska, Peru State. The Lady conference titles. Since 1981 they
Defenders next took on Mt. Marty. Defenders fell 71-60 after trailing by have won 64 out of 70 conference
The Lady Lancers from Yankton arc only three at halftime. Sue Doktor led games. Dordt played an "excellent
having an excellent season as Dordt in the contest with II points, game," according to Rhoda. With a
evidenced by their 9-1 conference Rhonda Griucrs and Kristin Hommes four point Dordt lead and one and a
record and lo-Kota Conference each scored ten. half minutes left, Morningside hit a
championship. Dordt was not The 22nd game of the year saw three-pointer to cut the lead to one.
Blades sweep pair from SDSU
by Edgar Veldman
Sports Writer
The Dordt College Blades are on a
roll. After suffering two disappointing
losses to Drake earlier this semester,
the Blades have bounced back with
three straight wins. Their latest victim
proved to be the South Dakota State
Jackrabbits from Brookings.
The Blades began their home and
away series with SDSU in Sioux Falls
at the Minnehaha Ice Center on Friday
night. About 170 Blade fans made the
haul from Sioux Center to Sioux Falls,
hoping to spur on a steadily-
improving Dordt hockey team.
Dordt came out of the locker room
flying in the start of the first period
and opened the scoring with only one
minute gone in the period. Phil
Mindcrhoud banged a loose rebound
past the SDSU goaltender, giving the
Blades a 1-0 lead. The Blades
continued to pour it on for the
remainder of the period, but their
quality and selection of shots were
poor and directed straight at the SDSU
goaltender. The Jackrabbits hit the
scoreboard late in the period on a
partial breakaway, and the score
remained 1-1 after one period of play.
The second period was a total
reversal of the first. Both teams were
sloppy, making several mistakes at
center ice. The game turned into a
slow, close-checking affair,
disappointing the partisan Dordt




crowd. Ken Groot finally gave the
Dordt followers something to cheer
about with 1;45 left in the second
period. Groot picked up a loose puck
in the slot and spun to his backhand,
flipping the puck over the SDSU
_goaltendcr's shoulder, The second
period ended with Dordt holding a
slim 2-1 advantage.
Before a number of fans had returned
to their seats for the start of the third
period, SDSU had scored. One minute
into the period SDSU captured a two-
on-one break opportunity which
goaltender James Koetsier had no
chance' at. The game was now-
deadlocked at 2-2. The score
remained tied until the 5:45 mark
when defenseman Joel Kamp moved
in from the blueline and backhanded a
loose puck into the open upper corner
of the SDSU net. Dordt had regained
the lead for good. With only 46
seconds remaining, Groot's second
goal of the game sealed the victory
when his hard wrist shot found the
mark. The game ended 'N~LhDordt
posting a 4-2 triumph.
Dordt returned tc u.e ice the next
day, but this tin.r. rt was SDSU
playing host in Brookings. Once again
Dordt came out sizzling in the first
period. Dordt scored three unanswered
goals for a 3-0 lead in what co-
captain Mindcrhoud described as
Dord.'s best period of the season. The
r~;d,Jes added three more goals in the
S{~':··~H;dperiod, capitauzmg on some
weak SDSU goaltcnding and hard
Dordt forechecking. Dordt added one
more goal in the third period before
the Jackrabbits broke free for three
straight goals to make the final score
7-3 in favor of the Blades. Groot led
the way for the Blades with a hat trick,
while Albert Visscher, Jeff Burgsma,
Wayne Dykstra, and Pete Vcldhuiscn
contributed single markers:
Co-captain Minderhoud was
generally pleased with the two
victories over SDSU, especially
Saturday's 7-3 win in Brookings. He
give him game-high honors with Greg
Van Soclen who also had 32 points.
Steve Vermeer was good for 25
points, and Kevin Gesink got 10.
The Defenders finished the regular
season with a scoring average of 94.3
points per game, ninth in the NAIA.
They averaged a 17.5 margin, fifth in
the NAJA, and Greg Van Soelen's
28.6 points per game is sixth in the
NAIA.
Now Dordt is preparing for the
March 2 playoffs. They take on Briar
Cliff, a winner last night over
Northwestern 88-82. Playoff tickets
are on sale today, tomorrow. and
Monday. 'Student tickets cost S2; non-
. students must pay S4. •
From there the game fell apart, and
Dordt lost 59-56. Kristin Hommes led
Dordt with 17 points. Janet Zylstra
and Rhonda Gritters scored 12 and 10
respectively.
Saturday in the regular season finale
Dordt played some "outstanding
defense," according to Rhoda, but lost
59-55. Janet Zylstra scored 25 points
to lead the Lady Defenders.
The Lady Defenders did, however,
qualify for the final playoff position
and now will head to Sioux City to
take on Morningside March I. The
winner cams the right to take on the
winner of Northwestern and Briar
Cliff. •
stated that the Blades showed more
hustle and determination over the
weekend. producing more scoring
opportunities and goals. Assistant
captain Dykstra linked the extra effort
shown by the Blades to the increasing
fan support the hockey team has been
receiving. "When there are 150-200
fans screaming encouragement, you
tend to dig down deeper and give it
your all." The Blades' final home
games of the year are this Friday and
Saturday in Sioux Falls where they
hope to up their record of 9 wins and
11 losses. •
Mon., Wed., Fri., S·30 A.M.
sar., 9:00 A.M.* Tues., Thurs., 4:30 P.M.
Mon., Tues., Wed., 6;00 P.M.
Nursery Available First Visit Always Free
Classi Chassi Aerobic Studio
"Where keeping fit is fun"
315 !st Ave. N.E.
Sioux Center, Iowa
